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Handheld reflectance acquisition of paintings
Niranjan Thanikachalam, Loı̈c Baboulaz, Damien Firmenich, Sabine Süsstrunk, Fellow, IEEE,

Martin Vetterli, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Relightable photographs are alternatives to tradi-
tional photographs as they provide a richer viewing experience.
However, the complex acquisition systems of existing techniques
have restricted its usage to specialized setups. We introduce an
easy-to-use and affordable solution for using smartphones to
acquire the reflectance of paintings and similar almost-planar
objects like tablets, engravings and textile. Our goal is to enable
interactive relighting of such artifacts by everyone. In our
approach, we non-uniformly sample the reflectance functions by
moving the LED light of a smartphone and simultaneously track-
ing the position of the smartphone by using its camera. We then
propose a compressive-sensing based approach for reconstructing
the light transport matrix from the non-uniformly sampled data.
As shown with experiments, we accurately reconstruct the light
transport matrix that can then be used to create relightable
photographs.

Index Terms—Light transport matrix, computational relight-
ing, image based relighting, compressive sensing, non-uniform
sampling, mobile imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

A
RTWORKS such as paintings, iconographs, and tablets

posses minute geometric details, on an almost planar

surface, which add texture and visual richness to the observer.

One way to preserve these characteristics in the digital replicas

of such artifacts is to acquire their reflectance, thus enabling

the creation of relightable photographs. More than a decade

ago, the lighting sensitive display [1] was first proposed as

a medium for displaying photographs that respond to the

viewing environment by dynamically changing their incident

illumination. Such relightable photographs are created by

acquiring the scene’s reflectance field, so that the scene can

be rendered under novel illumination conditions. Acquiring

the reflectance function of a real-world scene is called inverse

rendering, and a large number of acquisition frameworks focus

on fast and accurate acquisition of the reflectance field [2]

[3] [4]. However, the complexity and the scale of most of

the existing acquisition frameworks prevent widescale use

beyond specialized studios. In this paper, we present a novel,

affordable, portable and easy-to-use framework for creating

relightable photographs of 2.5D objects such as paintings,

which are characterized by fine geometric details as well as a

specular reflectance field.

We build our acquisition system entirely with two smart-

phones as shown in Figure 1. In our proposed framework, a

user samples the reflectance field of the scene by moving a

smartphone (mobile A) with its LED turned on, facing the
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scene. Simultaneously, a second smartphone or any video-

capable camera (B) records the corresponding scene response.

The user interface on the screen of phone A guides the user by

displaying the path already taken by the user. (See Figure 2

for an illustration.) From the proposed handheld acquisition

system, we obtain a sparse, non-uniform sampling of the

reflectance function.

To obtain a meaningful, uniformly sampled light transport

matrix (LTM) that we use for inverse rendering, we introduce a

compressive-sensing based reconstruction strategy. As shown

in Figure 2, the LTM can be defined as an array of arrays,

where each subarray describes how the corresponding surface

point behaves under varying illumination. Originally proposed

as environment matting [5], the LTM has since grown into a

powerful tool for image-based relighting, due to the versatility

in its representational power. A major difference in our ap-

proach, compared with conventional methods that also acquire

the LTM is the use of an LED that approximates a point-

light source, instead of the more common structured-light

(projector) setups. This enables us to generalize the incident

illumination to 4D light fields, whereas structured-light sources

only allow for spatially varying light.

Our proposed acquisition system is easy to use and portable,

uses off-the-shelf components, and is fast, only requiring a

few minutes per acquisition. Such a system could enable

the creation of user-generated relightable photographs that

have wide reaching applications in virtual tourism and online

marketplaces.

II. RELATED WORK

The most common setups for acquiring scene reflectance

involve complex, specially constructed light stages [6] [7] [8]

[2]. The object is photographed under varying illuminations;

these photographs are then used to recover a parametric re-

flectance model of the object. An alternative strategy for scene

relighting involves a structured-light source in a projector-

camera setup that acquires the scene’s LTM. Earlier work,

[5] [9] [10] [11] focussed primarily on characterization of

translucent and transparent objects. More recently, it has

been extended to general scenes where compressive-sensing

[3], low-rank matrix recovery [4], [12] and a combination

of spatial-domain and frequency-domain sampling [13] have

been proposed. However, in these latter methods, the usage

of structured-light sources limits the angular range of the

reflectance captured. An adaptive sampling approach [14]

that uses indirect light from spotlight projectors has also

been proposed. In general, such elaborate, specialized setups

severely limit their usability outside of specialized studios. A

simple, easily available hardware setup with an intuitive, fast,

and non-restrictive usage scenario is therefore highly desirable.
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Fig. 1: (a) Our acquisition system in action: Mobile A func-

tions as a moving light source while mobile B records a video

of the scene. A screenshot of mobile A displaying the user’s

trajectory is shown in inset. (b)-(d) Relighted images of an oil

painting by Hohmann under three novel light positions. Image

plane resolution was 555 � 437.(e) Randomly selected light

transport functions exhibiting specular structures. Illumination

plane resolution was 75� 57.

Polynomial texture mapping [7] has a simple setup, as it

can be used with a simple light probe and a user-controlled

light source. However, the acquired per-pixel reflectance data

is projected into the space of biquadratic polynomials, which

results in the loss of specularities. As a compromise, the

authors propose a simulated specular reflectance that uses

parametric models along with the acquired normal maps. A

more recent example is pocket reflectometry [15]. It uses a

handheld linear-light source in combination with a reference

bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) chart to

acquire the spatially varying BRDF parameters of the scene.

This parametric spatially varying BRDF is then used for

rendering and is mainly aimed at scenes with convex surface

geometry. The free-form light stage [16] uses a free-moving

handheld light source in conjunction with four spheres in

order to create basis images. A weighted combination of these

basis images is then used for image based relighting of the

acquired scene. We compare our reconstruction strategy with

other reconstruction strategies in Section IV. Moreover, unlike

these approaches, our approach does not require any special

instrumentation apart from the now common smartphone.

More recently, a method has been proposed to compute the

SV-BRDF of a scene from two photographs, one with a mobile

LED on and one without [17]. Another recent method proposes

to use neural networks to model the light transport of complex

objects, from a few sparse samples [18].

A setup is proposed to capture light fields using a mov-

ing mobile camera in [19]. Although we capture the LTM

instead of the light field, the two approaches take a simi-

lar smartphone-based scanning approach. However, [19] use

bicubic interpolation for their reconstruction, hence a dense

sampling of the light field is required during the acquisition

stage. In contrast, as we operate in the frequency-domain, our

approach allows us to trade-off the density of the trajectory

with the resolution of the reflectance function.

A rigorous treatment of reconstruction of 2D spatial fields

from samples along a trajectory is presented in [20]. However

samples are obtained along well-defined curves, hence the

approach is unsuitable for handheld sampling. Our acquisition

system does not require the user to follow any specific trajec-

tory in order to scan the object, thus making the acquisition

more user-friendly.

In the following section, we introduce our mobile-based

acquisition strategy, its sampling model and the reconstruction

methodology for non-uniformly sampled light-transport. We

discuss experimental results and future extensions of the

current setup in Section IV.

III. LIGHT-TRANSPORT ACQUISITION SYSTEM

In this section, we first describe the continuous-space light-

transport and introduce notations. Then we present the pro-

posed light transport acquisition framework.

A. Continuous-Space Light-Transport

For a fixed viewing angle, scene appearance is entirely

characterized by the light rays incident on the scene. Thus,

any incident illumination can be represented as an incident

4D light field, which can be parametrized into a two-plane

parametrization. Without loss of generality, the first plane with

Cartesian co-ordinates [x; y℄ 2 R

2 is defined to coincide with

the focal plane of the camera. As the camera projects this

plane to its image plane (sensor or film), we refer to it as the

image plane.

Let us define the second plane with Cartesian co-ordinates

[r; s℄ 2 R

2 to be parallel to the image plane and located at

a distance h from it, in front of the scene. Thus for a fixed

viewing angle, image formation is a function of the incident

light field that is solely parametrized by planes [r; s℄ and [x; y℄;

this function, represented by T (r; s; x; y) is the continuous-

space light-transport field. T (r; s; x; y) can be obtained by

moving a point-light source through the plane defined by [r; s℄.

Since the light source is located on the plane [r; s℄ in this

acquisition scenario, we refer to it as the illumination plane.

As moving the point-light along infinitely large planes is not

possible, we restrict the illumination plane [r; s℄ to a finite

rectangle R and the image plane [x; y℄ to a finite rectangle X .

The camera B discretizes the image plane [x; y℄, as de-

scribed by,

�

ij

(r; s) � hT (r; s; x; y); �

xy

�

x

�

xy

� i;

y

�

xy

� j

�

i; (1)
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Fig. 2: Our acquisition system: Mobile B is placed in a stationary position facing the object. Its camera is turned on and captures

videos. The user then scans a slice of the reflectance function by moving mobile A, with its LED on, in a random trajectory

along a plane. On the right, we show the array of array representation of a small part of the LTM from the Toys Dataset. Here,

each sub-array is the light-transport function of the corresponding pixel. In inset, we show two of these sub-arrays.

where �

xy

and �

xy

are the sampling rate and spatially

invariant sampling kernel of the camera, respectively. �
ij

(r; s)

denotes the continuous-space light-transport function (abbrevi-

ated as LTF) at the surface point corresponding to pixel (i; j)

on the camera B. As the LTFs at all ‘J’ camera pixels undergo

the same sampling operation when the user scans with the mo-

bile LED, we focus only on the sampling and reconstruction of

a general LTF, � (r; s). Let t(m;n) denote the discretized LTF,

obtained by uniformly sampling � (r; s) with the sampling rate

�

rs

and a box sampling kernel. In the rest of this section,

we show how to obtain an approximation ^t(m;n) of t(m:n).

Our inverse rendering framework is composed of three stages

: (B) handheld acquisition (C) resampling step and (D) LTM

reconstruction.

B. Handheld Acquisition

The acquisition begins with the user moving the mobile

A along an arbitrary trajectory  on a chosen illumination

plane, with its LED turned on and facing the object to be

scanned. The stationary camera B then observes �(). While

lighting the scene, mobile A also tracks its own position

using its camera. Similar to [19], to perform this tracking

we use a mobile implementation of simultaneous localization

and mapping (SLAM) technique called parallel tracking and

mapping (PTAM) [21].

To summarize, the acquisition stage involves the following

steps (see Figure 1-(a)):

� Camera B is placed in a stationary position, with the

object of interest in its field of view.

� The user holds mobile A and marks the object of interest.

A bounding box corresponding to the illumination plane

to be sampled is shown to the user.

� The user now starts moving mobile A with its LED

on, inside the depicted bounding box. A synchronisation

signal sent to mobile B starts recording a video. The tra-

jectory that the user takes is tracked using the algorithm

PTAM and is displayed on the bounding box in real-

time. The user continues until the entire bounding box is

spanned.

� Mobile B outputs a video, each frame corresponding to an

observed image. Mobile A outputs the set of co-ordinates

corresponding to the location of the light source on the

illumination plane for each frame of the video.

In our proposed acquisition system, the trajectory  and

therefore � () can only be sampled at non-uniform intervals

as a result of the non-uniform rate at which the positions of

mobile A are computed, as determined by its framerate and

the PTAM algorithm. The uniform sampling at mobile B as

defined by its video framerate and the varying velocity with

which the user moves mobile A also contribute to the non-

uniform sampling pattern. Thus at the end of the proposed

acquisition, only samples � (

r

) along a non-uniformly sam-

pled trajectory 

r

defined on [r; s℄ are obtained.

As discussed later, our reconstruction algorithm requires

these samples to be distributed uniformly at random across

the desired illumination plane. Hence, the user must move on

arbitrary trajectories that span the entire illumination plane.

To ease this requirement, a user interface displayed on mobile

A indicates the trajectory on the simulated plane in real-time

(see inset in Figure 1-(a)). Tracking mobile A is the only

computation that is required at this stage.

C. Resampling Step

After acquisition, the light-transport was non-uniformly

sampled, with the samples located in R on a grid with arbitrary

precision, instead of a lattice defined on Z. Since PTAM yields

samples at a high rate, we can get an arbitrarily large number
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Fig. 3: Our non-uniform sampling model: The light-transport field is sampled by the user by moving mobile A along a random

trajectory . This trajectory is discretized by PTAM a discrete trajectory 

r

. This is then resampled into the sampling lattice

of the illumination plane to obtain a sparsely sampled LTM

(a) � (
r

) (b) ~t(m;n) (c) ~t(m;n)

Fig. 4: An illustration of the resampling step. (a) A non-

uniformly sampled LTF, with samples in R. (b) and (c) The

light-transport function is resampled with different sampling

periods �

rs

by binning. Note that a larger �
rs

(c) results in

a more densely sampled lattice, albeit at a loss of resolution,

compared with the smaller �
rs

(b).

of samples within a small spatial extent, thus making the

reconstruction problem quickly untractable. We therefore use

the resampling step to project these samples into a discrete

lattice. We now resample � (

r

) by projecting it onto a lattice

defined by a user determined parameter - the sampling period

�

rs

. This projection is defined by the binning operation:

~

t(m;n) =M(� (

r

)W (r �m; s� n)); (2)

where W (r; s) is the box function defined as

W (r; s) =

(

1; if r and s 2 [�

�

rs

2

;

�

rs

2

)

0; otherwise

M(�) is the averaging operator and m, n are indices on the

discrete illumination plane. Similarly, the trajectory 
r

can also

be projected onto the lattice to obtain an indicator function �

that describes the set of elements in the uniform lattice for

which samples have been observed. Let K be the number

of elements for which samples were observed and M be the

total number of elements in the lattice. As illustrated in the

Figure 4, for a given trajectory, the choice of �
rs

determines

the sampling ratio K

M

, as it affects both K and M . A second

factor that determines the sampling ratio K

M

is the path density

of the trajectory, a metric introduced in [20] as the length of

continuous-space trajectory  per unit area. We study how the

choice of �
rs

affects reconstruction and inverse rendering in

section IV-D.

The resampling step thus yields a sparsely sampled light-

transport function ~

t(m;n) at each pixel in the scene with

sample locations given by the indicator function �. The goal of

the following reconstruction algorithm is to then find ^t(m;n)

an approximation from the sparse set of samples.

For the sake of simplicity, we will express discretized light-

transport functions ~t(m;n) as vectors ~t by rearranging them

in the column-major format.
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D. LTM Reconstruction

Shi et al [22] present a method to reconstruct light fields

from a sparse set of samples by exploiting sparsity directly

in the continuous frequency domain. In their work, they note

that as a result of convolution with the sampling kernel, in the

discrete frequency domain a given signal is only approximately

sparse (due to sinc tails introduced by the convolution, a

large number of co-efficients are close to zero, but not exactly

zero). They therefore present a reconstruction method in the

continuous domain, by solving a highly non-linear problem

using an alternating minimization approach, which depends

on a good initialization. While a similar approach can be used

to reconstruct the non-uniformly sampled LTFs, we present a

method where we trade-off for the approximate-sparsity of the

discrete frequency domain, by solving a simple linear problem

with guaranteed convergence.

Thus, our goal is to now obtain an approximation, ^t 2 RM

from K < M random Euclidean measurements, which can be

studied under the sparse sampling framework.

It has been shown [23, Theorem 3.2] that when a signal is

compressible (approximately sparse) in the transform domain,

and when the measurement matrix satisfies Restricted Isom-

etry, compressive sensing recovers the S�largest coefficients

in the transform domain. Such a reconstruction can be seen

as an orthogonal projection of the original signal into the S-

bandlimited subspace, thus resulting in a Nyquist-like sam-

pling theorem. Now, if f denotes the discrete Fourier transform

of t such that

f = Ht; (3)

where H is the transform matrix, we obtain an approximation
^

f of f , by solving for

^

f = argmin

f

jjf jj

1

subject to ~

t

K

= H

T

K

f ; (4)

where H

K

is obtained by sampling the columns of the

transform matrix H using the indicator � and ~

t

K

are the K

sparse samples from ~

t. It has been shown [23] that when the

number of observations K is such that

K � C � S � logM; (5)

then, Equation (4) yields the S-sparse approximation of f
n

.

Here C is a small constant independent of M . The discrete

LTF can be reconstructed by the inverse transform

^

t = H

T

^

f : (6)

We optimize the l
1

� l

2

- minimization in Equation (4) by

solving for the Least Angles Regression problem [24] using

the Sparse Decomposition Toolbox [25]. We reconstruct ^t
ij

at

all J pixels of the camera. The LTM can now be constructed by

first vectorizing the image plane and stacking the discretized

LTFs of all J pixels of the camera such that,

^

T =

2

6

6

6

4

^

t

T

1

^

t

T

2

...
^

t

T

J

3

7

7

7

5

:

Here, each row of ^

T describes how light is transported

from the vectorized illumination plane to the corresponding

pixel on the vectorized image plane. Similarly, each column

corresponds to the impulse response of the corresponding

point-light source. Given ^

T, the scene can be relit under

novel light positions in the illumination plane, using the image

formation equation,

y =

^

Tl;

where y is the vectorized image and l is the vectorized

illumination configuration.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we first present the experimental evaluation

of the tracking algorithm and the reconstruction algorithm.

We then discuss the trade-off between the sampling period

and reconstruction efficiency and quantify the error induced

by the reconstruction algorithm. We also extend the proposed

approach to the case of multiple view angles and present

demonstrations with mobile-based acquisitions.

A. Evaluation of the Tracking Algorithm

We implemented the acquisition system presented in Sec-

tion III-B on Android smartphones. As part of our recon-

struction framework, we require the PTAM algorithm to give

accurate estimates of the discrete trajectory 

r

of the light

source positions in space. To measure the accuracy of PTAM,

we compared its estimated coordinates with ground truth data

by placing mobile A on a computer controlled X-Y table

that enables precise displacements on a 2D plane. PTAM

accurately and consistently predicted the location of the light

source accurately with an acceptable root-mean-square error

of less than 1mm (0.31mm). In practice, most inaccuracies

are caused by the user moving out of the illumination plane

while moving the light source. Both the rotation of the light

source and its translation along the z-axis can also induce

errors. However, PTAM enables us to track these errors and

discard unusable data by using an error margin.

B. Experimental Validation against Ground Truth

We now evaluate our reconstruction strategy by reconstruct-

ing the LTM of known objects. For this purpose, first a ground

truth LTM T was obtained for each object by moving a point-

light source along a plane on a computer controlled X-Y table.

A simulated indicator function � is then defined on this lattice

to obtain the sparsely sampled LTM ~

T. We capture three

datasets in this way.

� Dataset, Notre Dame-a is a small but specular region of

an oil painting without any downsampling on the image

plane. (Figure 5-a.)

� Dataset Notre Dame-b is the complete version of the same

oil painting, downsampled to 1024� 1024 on the image

plane. (Figure 5-b.)

� Dataset Toys is that of two toys with intricate 3D geom-

etry, containing some specular surfaces. (Figure 5-c.)
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(a) Notre Dame-a (b) Notre Dame-b (c) Toys

(d) Artefacts acquired with our mobile setup

Fig. 5: A list of objects acquired with our proposed framework

In our implementation, we chose to move to the YCbCr col-

orspace and assume that the Cb and Cr channels are illumina-

tion invariant. The SNR obtained for each dataset is tabulated

in Table I. Here, SNR
Y

denotes the signal-to-noise ratio on

the luminance channel and is defined as 20 log

10

jjTjj

2

jjT�

^

Tjj

2

. It

can be seen that our recovery algorithm performs consistently

well in all three datasets. In this experiment, the sampling ratio
K

M

in all three datasets was 0.29. Relighting results are shown

in Figure 14 and 15.

Dataset SNR
Y

Notre Dame-a 29.09 dB

Notre Dame-b 31.88 dB

Toys 20.99 dB

TABLE I: SNR from ground-truth experiments on the three

datasets. Sampling ratio K

M

= 0:29.

C. Effect of Path Density

With ‘approximately sparse’ signals, compressive-sensing

reconstruction recovers only the largest Fourier domain co-

efficients by truncating their Fourier transform. This results

in ringing artifacts around these discontinuities due to the

Gibbs phenomenon. The variance of these ringing artifacts can,

however, be reduced by increasing the number of recovered

components, as is known from classic Fourier theory. In

Figure 6, we demonstrate this phenomenon for a single LTF

(Figure 6-(a)) that has discontinuities due to both specularity

(in the center) and hard shadows. In Figure 6-(b), we show

the absolute error in reconstruction for a sampling ratio of

0:04. When this value is increased to 0:08, the reconstruction

substantially improves, as seen in Figure 6-(c). Most of the

error energy is now concentrated around the specularity and

the border of the shadow. Further increasing the sampling ratio

to 0:1 and 0:12 results in higher SNR and lower error energies

around the discontinuities, as shown in Figures 6-(d) and (e).

The dataset Toys consists of large regions with both spec-

ularities and hard shadows. Figure 7-(a) shows the per-

pixel mean of the absolute error on the luminance channel

of the Toys dataset, given by
hjT�

^

Tj;1i

M

obtained for three

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 6: The decaying error caused by truncation in the Fourier

domain with compressive-sensing. (a) Ground truth LTF ex-

hibiting both specularity and hard shadows. (b)-(e) Absolute

error decreases for sampling ratios 0:04, 0:08, 0:1, 0:12, with

SNR 14:08dB, 22:07dB, 22:96dB and 25:33dB, respectively.

Note that when path density is increased, resulting in a

higher sampling ratio, the reconstruction error around the

discontinuities decreases.

different simulated trajectories with sampling ratios K

M

to be

0:2; 0:29; 0:4. Figure 7-(b) shows the per-pixel variance of the

absolute error jT�

^

Tj for the three simulated trajectories.

Both the per-pixel mean and variance of the absolute error

decrease with increasing path density (and so, increasing K

M

).

The regions in the scene with a large error variance all have

a large frequency support in their light-transport function; for

example, the sword of the troll and the helmet of the soldier

are specular. The knee of the soldier has hard shadows ‘cast’

upon it. The horn of the troll and the shield of the soldier

have hard shadows ‘attached’ to them. The SNR
y

of the entire

LTM are 17:899dB, 20:99dB and 21:99dB, respectively,

thus indicating a better reconstruction with increasing path

densities.

D. Effect of Sampling Period �

r

and Path Density

The projection of � (

r

) onto a uniform lattice to obtain

the sparsely sampled ~

t(m;n) as defined in Equation (2) is

an important step in our framework as the choice of �

rs

determines both the sampling ratio
�

K

M

�

and the sparsity

(S) of the signal in the transform domain due to asymptotic

sparsity [26]. In Figure 8, we show three discrete trajectories

with different path densities projected onto uniform lattices of

increasing sampling periods. Increasing the sampling period

�

rs

results in an increase 1 in the sampling ratio K

M

.

The success of compressive-sensing based reconstruction

requires the following:

� the Restricted Isometry Principle is satisfied;

� the signal has a sparse representation or is compressible

in the selected transform domain;

� the number of samples K (and therefore, the sampling

ratio K

M

) is such that equation (5) is satisfied.

Hence we expect the reconstruction to succeed when K is

larger. In Figure 9, the reconstruction accuracy for trajectories

with increasing path densities is shown for varying sampling

periods. Note that the SNR grows with an increase in both

1Note that, even when the sampling ratio K

M

= 1, as long as we sample

along trajectories, the projection ~

t(m;n) differs from a uniformly sampled

LTF t(m;n). When K

M

= 1, ~t(m;n) approaches t(m;n) as the path density
approaches 1 (The trajectory is dense).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7: (a) The per-pixel mean of the absolute errors from the Toys dataset is shown for various trajectories. It can be seen that

the mean error decreases with increasing sampling ratios. (b) The per-pixel variance of the absolute errors from the Toys dataset

is shown. Note that the largest error variance occurs around regions exhibiting discontinuities in the form of specularities or

hard shadows in their light-transport.

path density and the sampling period, as both tend to increase

the sampling ratio.

Although better reconstructions can be obtained by choosing

larger �
rs

, a larger sampling interval also results in a smaller

resolution in the illumination plane. As can be seen in Figure 9,

the reconstruction SNR is higher than 20dB, even at small

�

rs

, as long as the path density is not too small. In general,

if the user chooses a trajectory with a very low path density,

we could increase reconstruction accuracy by trading off sig-

nal resolution, whereas a high resolution reconstruction with

reasonable accuracy can be acquired when the user chooses a

trajectory with higher path density. The user interface can be

modified to indicate this trade-off, enabling the user to choose

the trajectory accordingly.

E. Comparison with Other Methods

We also study the improvement in reconstruction with

increasing path densities and compare the presented approach

with other interpolation strategies such as Bicubic interpo-

lation used in [19], Kernel Regression [27], and Low Rank

Matrix Completion [28], as used in [12] [4], albeit in adaptive

frameworks. To compare the performance of each reconstruc-

tion strategy, we first rendered a scene with considerable

surface geometry using PovRay, a ray tracing software. We

thus obtained the uniformly sampled LTM T. To simulate real-

world sampling, we chose various trajectories of increasing

path density. Shown in Figure 10 is the average performance of

the various approaches for 100 randomly chosen illumination

functions from the ray-traced data.

Note that when the trajectory is sparse, the spatial-

interpolation operators fail completely, whereas the

compressive-sensing based approach consistently yields

a relatively good performance. Note that these performances

are for sampling along discrete trajectories, whereas for

the purely theoretical case of ‘uniformly random’ samples,

all presented algorithms perform significantly better. When

the user samples along a dense trajectory, we get good

reconstructions irrespective of the choice of the reconstruction

algorithm.

In Figure 11, we compare the ray-traced scene under a

novel illumination position for the different approaches at

the sampling ratio K

M

= 0:12. As described earlier, our

approach has projected the hard shadows present in the scene

into a soft shadow. Bicubic interpolation, has resulted in a

wrong hard shadow, which inturn will cause visible jumps

when rendered under a moving light source. Kernel regression

produced significant artifacts in the location of hard shadows.

F. 6-dimensional Light-Transport Matrices

We initially assume a fixed viewing direction, although

interactive rendering can involve a change in both chang-

ing viewpoints and dynamic illumination. Our reconstruction

strategy can be directly extended to incorporate a moving

camera and a light source. We simulated an experiment where

both mobiles A and B are moved to capture the 6D-light

transfer, T (r; s; x; y; p; q), where [p; q℄ denotes the plane of

movement of mobile B. Discretizing T (r; s; x; y; p; q) by

extending the framework presented in this paper, we obtain the
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(a) Trajectory 1 (b) K

M

= 0:034 (c) K

M

= 0:153 (d) K

M

= 0:609

(e) Trajectory 2 (f) K

M

= 0:098 (g) K

M

= 0:431 (h) K

M

= 1

(i) Trajectory 3 (j) K

M

= 0:165 (k) K

M

= 0:691 (l) K

M

= 1

Fig. 8: Effect of path density of 
r

and �

r

on the sampling

ratio : K

M

. The first column in this figure shows three dif-

ferent discrete trajectories 

r

with increasing path densities

: (a) 0:012, (e) 0:028 and (i) 0:06 respectively. The next

three columns represent projections of these trajectories into

uniform lattices of increasing sampling periods : (b), (f), (j)

have 2�

r

, (c), (g), (k) have 8�

r

while (d), (h), (l) have 32�

r

.

The figures in columns 2, 3, 4 also show the corresponding

sampling ratio.

Fig. 9: Choice of sampling period. We plot the SNR of

compressive-sensing based reconstructions for various path

densities (along the x-axis) and increasing sampling periods

(along the y-axis). As expected, the reconstructions are better

for increasing sampling periods and path densities. The results

shown are the average SNR of 50 experiments.

6D LTM, which allows for image-based rendering with both

viewpoints and illumination configurations. This 6D signal can

be interpreted either as an array of light fields, with each light

field observed under a different illumination, or as an array of

LTMs, with each LTM observed under a new viewpoint. With

our compressive-sensing based reconstruction, for a sampling

ratio of 0:1656, we obtain an SNR of 20:8dB for the entire

Fig. 10: Comparison of various reconstruction strategies for

increasing path densities.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 11: Relit images of the raytraced scene used in generating

Figure 10, at a sampling ratio of 0.12. (a) Ground Truth

image. (b) Bicubic interpolation. (c) Kernel Regression. (d)

Matrix Completion. (e) Our Solution. Note that while kernel

regression and matrix completion fail completely, bicubic

interpolation has produced a hard shadow different from that

in the ground truth image. This results in visible jumps in

the shadows when rendered under a moving light source. Our

solution on the other hand has projected the hard shadow as a

soft shadow, resulting in a smoother rendering under a moving

light source.

scene, compared to ray traced ground truth data. In Figure

12, we show the per-pixel light-transfer functions, where the

x-axis denotes the light positions and the y-axis the camera

positions. In Figure 13, we show images rendered from the

ray-traced data, along side the ground truth data. Note that

both view and illumination changes in the rendered images.

The illumination plane resolution was fixed at 25� 25 while

the resolution of the plane along which the viewer moves was

fixed at 16 � 16. This results in a light transfer function of

size 625� 256 at each pixel in the image plane.

G. Mobile Based Acquisition

We also tested our reconstruction algorithm using data

acquired from our handheld acquisition system implemented

on Android smartphones. We obtain the LTMs of three oil

paintings and a very specular gold-plated iconograph. We

did our acquisition in a room with an ambient light source.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 12: Per pixel light transfer where the x-axis denotes light

positions and the y-axis camera positions. (a) and (c) Ray

Traced signals (Ground Truth). (b) and (d) Reconstruction

results obtained with compressive-sensing. Per-pixel SNR =

23:1dB and 24:2dB, respectively

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 13: Images rendered under varying viewpoints and light

directions. (a)-(d) Ground truth images. (e)-(h) Reconstructed

images. The illumination plane resolution was 25� 25, image

plane resolution was 128� 128 and the viewing plane resolu-

tion was 16� 16. At each pixel in the image plane, the size

of the reconstructed light transfer function is thus 625� 256.

The overall sampling ratio was 0:165. Note that we chose a

low resolution configuration on the illumination plane, in this

example to keep the problem computationally tractable.

The presence of the ambient light source aids in a robust

tracking system within PTAM. Each acquisition lasted less

than five minutes, from setup and initialization of PTAM to

completion of sparse sampling. During acquisition, since the

user receives visual feedback on Mobile A about the position

of the mobile relative to the illumination plane, less than 1%

of acquired samples were discarded due to the user moving

out of the illumination plane. Note that both the spectral and

intensity profile of the LED varies depending on the mobile

phone being used for acquisition. However, we observed that

for a given mobile phone, the spectral and intensity profiles

do not change over time, and samples acquired in a given

acquisition are consistent. The examples presented in this

section contain large amounts of glossy-specularities and our

algorithm consistently recovers them. Experimental results are

shown in Figure 16 to 18 and in Figure 1-(b) to 1-(e). We also

present our results in a web-based gallery [29].

H. Discussion

We present and evaluate a handheld acquisition and recon-

struction strategy for image-based relighting, by reconstructing

the LTM of the scene from non-uniformly sampled data.

Our acquisition stage is fast and requires only a few minutes,

but the current implementation of our reconstruction algorithm

is computationally expensive. However, since we essentially

solve for Equation (4) for J pixels, the reconstruction algo-

rithm is a very good candidate for a parallel implementation

on modern General Purpose GPU platforms.

During the acquisition of datasets Notre Dame-a and Notre

Dame-b, the mobile A occluded B for a few contiguous set of

light source positions. Our algorithm successfully fills these

occlusions when the simulated path does not contain them.

One practical difficulty we encountered with a completely

mobile-based approach is that videos obtained on mobile

devices have significant compression artefacts. This in turn

can influence our reconstruction algorithm, as it adversely

affects the quality of images obtained on mobile B. However,

we see this as a transitional problem, with the evolution of

more efficient mobile devices and compression algorithms, this

problem will most probably disappear.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a novel portable, intuitive, mobile-based

acquisition system for sampling the LTM of real-world objects

and a reconstruction framework to interpolate from spatially

scattered samples. Unlike earlier methods, our approach does

not require any specialized devices in order to sample the

reflectance functions and still preserves specularities in the

acquired data. Our reconstruction framework is flexible, it

enables trading off the resolution of the reconstructed LTFs

with the sampling density with which the trajectories where

drawn by the user. We believe this framework provides a

feasible approach for everyday digitization and interactive

rendering of real-world objects.
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